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Background: Neurological immune-related adverse events (nirAEs) are rare toxicities of

immune-checkpoint inhibitors (ICI). With the increase use of ICIs, incidence of nirAEs is

growing, among which ICI related MG (irMG) is causing high fatality rate. Given the limited

evidence, data from a large cohort of patients with irMG is needed to aid in recognition

and management of this fatal complication.

Objective: This study aimed to summarize clinical characteristics of irMG and explore

predictors of irMG clinical outcome.

Methods: We summarized our institution’s patients who were diagnosed as irMG

between Sep 2019 and Oct 2021. We systematically reviewed the literature through

Oct 2021 to identify all similar reported patients who met inclusion criteria. As the control

group, patients with idiopathic MG were used. We collected data on clinical features,

management, and outcomes of both irMG and idioMG cases. Further statistical analysis

was conducted.

Results: Sixty three irMG patients and 380 idioMG patients were included in the final

analysis. For irMG patients, six were from our institution while the rest 57 were from

reported cases. The average age of irMG patients is 70.16 years old. Forty three were

male. Average time from first ICI injection to symptom onset was 5.500 weeks. Eleven

patients had a past history of MG. Higher MGFA classification and higher QMGS rates

were observed in irMG patients compared to idioMG patients. For complication, more

irMG patients had myositis or myocarditis overlapping compared to idioMG patients.

The most commonly used treatment was corticosteroids for both idioMG and irMG.

Twenty one patients (35%) with irMG had unfavorable disease outcome. Single variate

and multivariate binary logistic regression proved that association with myocarditis, high

MGFA classification or QMGS rates at first visit were negatively related to disease

outcome in irMG patients.
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Conclusion: irMG is a life-threatening adverse event. irMG has unique clinical

manifestations and clinical outcome compared to idioMG. When suspicious, early

evaluation of MGFA classification, QMGS rates and myositis/myocarditis evaluation

are recommended.

Keywords: myasthenia gravis, MGFA, QMG, immune-related adverse effects, immune checkpoint inhibitors

INTRODUCTION

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) are regarded as effective
treatments for different types of advanced cancers (1). Despite
impressive benefits observed from using ICIs, these treatments
may be associated with serious immune-related adverse events
(irAEs) caused by the induction of off-target inflammatory and
autoimmune responses (1, 2).

ICI-related neurological adverse events are relatively
infrequent; however, pooled analyses have shown that they
are associated with increased morbidity and mortality (3–5).
Myasthenia gravis (MG) is an autoimmune disorder mediated
by autoantibodies, including anti-acetylcholine receptor (AChR)
or anti-muscle associated receptor tyrosine kinase (MUSK)
antibodies that target the neuromuscular junction (6). MG
induced by ICI treatment or ICI-induced relapse of pre-existing
MG is known as immune-related MG (irMG) (7). The incidence
rate of irMG is 0.1%−0.2% according to the current literature
(2, 8). Because of the low incidence rate and limited number
of described cases, characterization of clinical features and
prediction of disease outcome for irMG is difficult based on a
patient’s clinical manifestations. In this study, we described the
clinical features of 63 patients with irMG and aimed to identify
possible factors that may be useful for predicting irMG prognosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Patients who were diagnosed with irMG at PUMCH between
September 2019 and October 2021 were included in the
study cohort. We also searched the PubMed and EMBASE
databases through October 2021 for case reports, case series,
and observational studies that described patients with cancer
and MG who received ICI treatment. The database searches
did not include language or study design restrictions. Titles
and abstracts were screened by two independent investigators
to identify potentially relevant articles. Then, the full text of
each selected article was retrieved and reviewed. A detailed
clinical description of each patient was generated. The keywords
included in the search were (“immune checkpoint inhibitors”
OR “nivolumab” OR “ipilimumab” OR “pebrolizumab” OR
“avelumab” OR “durvalumab” OR “atezolizumab” OR ‘anti-
PD-1” OR “anti-PD-L1” OR “anti-CTLA-4”) AND (“immune
related MG” OR “irMG” OR “MG” OR “Myasthenia Gravis” OR
“ocular Myasthenia Gravis”). An inclusion diagram of patients
is shown in Figure 1. The quality appraisal of the reported
cases from the literature is shown in Supplementary Table 3.
The inclusion criteria for both the PUMCH patients and cases

FIGURE 1 | Flow gram describing the systematic search and study selection

process.

identified in the literature included: (1) diagnosed with cancer;
(2) any type of ICI used before MG onset or relapse; (3) definite
or probable diagnosis of new-onset MG or deterioration of
symptoms of well-controlled MG; and (4) a detailed description
of the patient’s clinical course was available. A definite diagnosis
of MG was based on the presentation of ocular and/or systemic
muscle weakness and at least one of the following criteria:
(1) elevated titers of anti-AChR or anti-MUSK antibodies, (2)
findings suggestive of MG in electrodiagnostic tests, (3) positive
edrophonium test, or (4) positive ice pack test. A probable
diagnosis of MG was made based on high clinical suspicion
by the neurologist’s report that confirmed the diagnosis of
MG. We excluded patients with thymoma as an indicator for
ICI treatment.

Controls
We also studied patients with idiopathicMG (idioMG), whowere
diagnosed at the PUMCH Neurology Department and registered
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at PUMCH MG registry as the control group. We have excluded
idioMG patients with thymoma.

Methods
For both the PUMCH and literature identified patients, we
extracted variables for patient demographics and baseline
characteristics, including age, sex, type of ICI, indication of
ICI, cancer staging, time between disease onset and first
and last ICI injection, and severity of irAEs. We assessed
the clinical severity of irMG using the Myasthenia Gravis
Foundation of America (MGFA) classification system. For
PUMCH patients, the quantitative myasthenia gravis score
(QMGS) was determined by a trained neurologist at each patient’s
first visit. The QMGS was also collected for literature-identified
patients if available. Data on clinical manifestations of MG
(ptosis, diplopia, dyspnea, limb weakness and dysphagia); titer
results for anti-AchR, anti-MUSK, and anti-titin antibodies;
and overlap with myositis, myocarditis, or other system irAEs
were also collected if available. Myositis was defined as elevated
creatine kinase (CK) levels after disease onset. Myocarditis was
defined as elevated cardiac troponin I levels, dynamic changes
in electrocardiogram data, or symptoms of acute coronary
artery syndrome. An unfavorable outcome was defined as
tracheotomy, endotracheal intubation, or death directly caused
by ICI-related MG.

Statistical Analysis
Baseline characteristics of irMG group were evaluated using
frequencies and percentages for categorical data, while median
and range were used to describe continuous data. Comparisons
of categorical variables between control group and patient
group were tested for significance using the x2 test. Continuous
variables were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test.
We performed single variate binary logistic regression analyses
to determine the odds ratios (ORs) for associations between
certain clinical or demographic factors and risk of unfavorable
outcomes for irMG. Factors that were significantly associated
with an unfavorable outcome were analyzed together in a
multivariate binary logistic regression model. This analysis was
performed with the maximal level of adjustment. All tests
were 2-sided, and Bonferroni correction was applied to the α

level to adjust for multiple comparisons. Bonferroni-adjusted
p values are reported in the tables. Statistical analyses were
carried out using the SPSS 24.0 statistical package (SPSS;
Chicago, IL, USA). The study was approved by the local
ethics committee.

RESULTS

For irMG group, six patients from PUMCH were diagnosed with
irMG. Of 623 unique articles from the literature, 40 publications
describing 57 patients met the inclusion criteria (3, 6, 9–48).
Therefore, a total of 63 patients were included in our final
analysis. For idioMG group, we included 380 patients from
PUMCHMG registry during the same period.

irMG Patient Demographic and Baseline
Characteristics
irMG patients’ characteristics are shown in detail in
Supplementary Table 1. A summary of demographic and
baseline characteristics is shown in Table 1. The most common
indication for ICIs was melanoma followed by urethral and
lung carcinoma. The majority of patients had progressive tumor
staging, and inhibitors of programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) were
the most commonly applied therapeutics in the total cohort.
The median time from ICI injection to symptom onset was
5 weeks, while the median time from the last ICI injection to
symptom onset was 10 days. The severity of irAEs in the majority
of patients in our cohort were classified at level IV. More than
60% of the patients had irAEs involving other systems. The most
commonly involved system was cardiovascular system, followed
by digestive system. Skin and hematological system irAEs were
also observed.

irMG Characteristics and Comparison With
idioMG Group
The patients’ irMG characteristics, treatments, and outcomes
are shown in detail in Supplementary Table 2. A comparison
of irMG and idioMG characteristics are shown in Table 2.
Among the 63 patients identified with irMG, 11 had a past
history of well-managed MG and presented with a flare-up of
MG after ICI initiation. The MGFA classification and QMGS
rates clearly demonstrated that the disease was more severe in
patients with irMG than in patients with idioMG. For clinical
manifestations, bulbar symptoms and dyspnea were seen more
frequently in patients with irMG. Serologic tests revealed that the
frequency rates of anti-AchR antibody and anti-Musk antibody
were significantly higher in idioMG group. Besides, the titer of
anti-AChR antibodies was relatively low in patients with irMG
compared to patients with idioMG. In irMG group, three patients
were positive for anti-titin antibodies among nine patients tested
(33.3%), which was not commonly seen in idioMG group. In
irMG group, markedly elevated CK levels were observed with
an average level of 5206.7 IU/L, which was scarcely found in
idioMG group. In irMG group, 21 patients were diagnosed with
myocarditis, while no patient had cardiac muscle involvement
in idioMG group. Sixty one patients (96.8%) from irMG group
required hospitalization after disease onset. Corticosteroids were
used in more than 90% of patients for management for both
irMG and idioMG. IVIg and PLEX were most commonly
added to reduce the rapid progression of symptoms in irMG
patients while infliximab and rituximab were used in 2 and 1
patients, respectively (33). For idioMG, PLEX was not commonly
conducted in our center and we have no experience of using
infliximab or rituximab. Unfavorable outcomes including death,
intubation or tracheotomy was observed in 21 patients (35%) in
irMG group, among which 14 patients (66.7%) died. Reasons
of unfavorable outcomes include onset of a myasthenic crisis
(13, 62%), infection or other complication (3, 14%) and cardiac
incidence (5, 24%). Compared to irMG group, the incidence
rate of unfavorable outcomes in idioMG group is relatively low.
Discontinuation or withholding of ICI was recommended for
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TABLE 1 | Demographic and baseline characteristics of patients.

Total cohort,

(n = 63), N (%)

PUMCH,

(n = 6), N (%)

Indication for ICI

Lung Carcinoma 10 (16.1)

Melanoma 31 (50) 0 (0)

Urethral Carcinoma 13 (21.0) 0 (0)

Gynecological Carcinoma 1 (1.6) 1 (16.7)

Digestive system neoplasm 2 (3.2) 1 (16.7)

Others 3 (8.1) 1 (16.7)

Tumor Staging, N (%)

1

0 0

2 2 (4.7) 1 (16.7)

3 7 (16.3) 0 (0)

4 34 (79.1) 5 (83.3)

Type of ICI applied, N (%)

PD-1

45 (73.8) 6 (100)

CTLA-4 8 (13.1) 0 (0)

PD-1+CTLA-4 6 (9.8) 0 (0)

Others 2 (3.3) 0 (0)

Time from first ICI injection to symptom

onset, median weeks (range)

5 (1–28) 5.5 (2–9)

Time from last ICI injection to symptom

onset, median days (range)

10 (1–35) 13.5 (12–28)

Level of irAEs

I 12 (19.4) 0 (0)

II 10 (16.1) 1 (16.7)

III 12 (19.4) 2 (33.3)

IV 28 (45.2) 3 (50.0)

Complicated with irAEs of other systems,

N (%)

Myocarditis

21 (33.3) 2 (33.3)

Elevated liver enzymes 7 (11.1) 2 (33.3)

Skin 4 (6.35) 1 (16.7)

Colitis or diarrhea 3 (4.76) 0 (0)

Hematological 2 (3.17) 1 (16.7)

Renal failure 1 (1.59) 0 (0)

61 patients (97%) in our cohort, while 2 patients continued ICI
treatments with well-controlled MG symptoms (41).

Associations Between Demographic and
Clinical Factors and irMG Outcome
Results of single variate binary logistic regression are shown
in Figure 2. Application of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated
protein 4 (CTLA-4) and PD-1 inhibitors together was negatively
related to an unfavorable outcome for ICI-related MG (OR =

12.142, p= 0.050). Evaluation parameters for MG severity, which
included QMGS and MGFA classification at the first clinical
visit, were indicative of disease outcome. A QMGS > 18.167
(OR = 6.667, p = 0.035) and MGFA classification IV (OR
= 1.036, p = 0.000) were both related to unfavorable disease
outcome. An overlap of myocarditis with irAEs in other systems
was significantly associated with unfavorable irMG outcome.

TABLE 2 | irMG characteristics and treatment.

irMG,

(n = 63),

N (%)

idioMG,

(n = 380),

N (%)

p

Median age, years (Range) 72 (44–86) 52 (2–84) 0.000

Male, N (%) 43 (69.4) 174 (45.8) 0.000

Past history of MG, N (%) 11 (19.0) - -

MGFA classification at first visit, N (%)

I 16 (25.8) 122 (32.1) 0.001

II 10 (16.1) 133 (35.0)

III 15 (24.2) 84 (22.1)

IV 21 (34.9) 30 (7.9)

V 0 (0.0) 11 (2.9)

Clinical presentation, N (%)

Ptosis 49 (89.1) 334 (88.2) 0.821

Diplopia 43 (78.2) 270 (71.3) 0.457

Dyspnea 30 (55.6) 41 (10.8) 0.001

Limb weakness 34 (63.0) 226 (59.6) 0.824

Dysphagia 32 (59.3) 69 (18.2) 0.002

QMGS rates at disease onset, (SD) 18.17 (11.4) 12.32 (8.2) 0.012

Antibody

Positive anti-AchR Ab, N (%) 27 (56.3) 277 (73.0) 0.050

Average anti-AchR Ab, nmol/L, (SD) 4.5 (4.1) 7.8 (13.3) 0.081

Positive anti-Musk Ab, N (%) 1 (1.6) 27 (7.0) 0.020

Positive anti-Titin Ab, N (%) 3 (33.3) NA -

Complicated with myositis, N (%) 31 (63.3) 32 (8.4) 0.000

Complicated with myocarditis, N (%) 21 (41.2) 0 (0) 0.000

CK level, µmol (SD) 5206.7

(5048.3)

137.2 (125.1) 0.000

Treatment, N (%)

IVIg 1 (1.9) 5 (1.3) 0.716

IVIg + corticosteroids 11 (20.4) 116 (30.5) 0.213

IVIg + corticosteroids + PLEX 18 (33.3) 10 (2.7) 0.002

Corticosteroids + PLEX 8 (14.8) 7 (1.8) 0.001

Corticosteroids 16 (29.6) 201 (52.9) 0.137

Infliximab 2 (3.2) 0 (0) 0.145

Rituximab 1 (1.6) 0 (0) 0.219

Outcome

Tracheotomy, Intubation, or Death 21 (35.0) 23 (6.1) 0.001

Improvement 40 (65.0) -

Although associated with myositis was not relevant to disease
outcome, creatine kinase levels > 5,000 U/L were negatively
related to disease outcome (OR = 6.667, p = 0.023). For
treatment, we found that, compared to using steroids alone,
administering IVIg, steroids plus PLEX, or IVIg plus steroids
may be protective factors for irMG outcome. From the factors
that were analyzed in the single variate binary logistic model,
we included the type of ICI applied, MGFA classification,
QMGS, overlap of myocarditis with other system irAEs, and
treatments in the multivariate binary logistic regression model.
The multivariate analysis (Figure 3) showed that, associated with
myocarditis, QMGS ≥ 18.167 and MGFA classification IV were
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FIGURE 2 | Results of single variate binary logistic regression for demographic and clinical factors and irMG outcome.

negatively related to the outcome of irMG. Compared with
corticosteroids alone, utilization of IVIg and PLEX may be a
positive prognostic factor for irMG.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we report an extensive case series of ICI-relatedMG
with detailed clinical features, treatments, and disease outcome.
Our study innovatively identified several clinical factors that may
be useful for predicting irMG prognosis.

Our findings support that irMG has several different clinical
features compared with idioMG, which has also been proved by
previous studies (10, 11). Demographically, the age at diagnosis

of irMG was significantly greater than that of patients with
idioMG. For clinical severity, the majority of idioMG patients fall
within the MGFA classes I and II at the time of diagnosis and
present with a slow clinical deterioration course (47), while the
majority of irMG patients were categorized in MGFA classes III
and IV at the first visit with a high QMGS rates. Serologically,
the positive rate of anti-AchR antibody in idioMG patients
has been reported to be around 70–80% (49–51), which is
statistically higher than the positive rate of irMG group. For
anti-MUSK antibody, positive rate in idioMG patients is ∼5–
10% (51), while in irMG group, positive rate was only 1.6%.
This finding shows that the prevalence of seronegative patients
in irMG was higher than that in classical MG, which has been
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FIGURE 3 | Results of multi-variate binary logistic regression for demographic and clinical factors and irMG outcome.

previously proved by other studies (7, 41, 52). The demographic
and serological differences could be caused by the bias due to that
case reports and case series tend to report irMG patients with
more severe clinical manifestations, still the differences that we
observed indicated that irMG and idioMG are clinically distinct
disease entity.

We also observed that irMG were more likely to be associated
with myositis or myocarditis, which has been described in only
0.9% of patients with idioMG (6, 7, 53). Some researchers
believe that the elevation of serum CK in patients with irMG
reflects inflammatory involvement of skeletal muscles rather than
rhabdomyolysis (7). Other investigators have hypothesized that
myositis is the main clinical manifestation of irMG patients,
whereas a positive antibody result is a marker of activated
autoimmunity (23, 54). High association rate of myocarditis
in irMG group is noticeable. Although the mechanism of this
phenomenon is now still not well-established, molecular mimicry
and the critical role of PD-1 signaling pathways in regulating
autoimmune responses myocardium might be responsible (19).

It is important for physicians to identify factors that might
be indicative of disease outcome. We found that higher MGFA
classification and a higher QMGS at the first visit were predictive
for an unfavorable disease outcome. Both MGFA classification
and QMGS are parameters for prognosis prediction and severity
evaluation in idioMG patients, and our study supported that
the utilization of these measures is valid in irMG patients.
It has been demonstrated that associated with myositis may

increase muscle weakness in patients with irMG (7, 51, 53),
suggesting that a substantial proportion of an irMG patient’s
clinical symptoms is associated with the accompanying myositis.
Although associating with myositis was not related to disease
outcome in our analysis, still in single variate analysis, we have
found that CK>5,000 U/L was a negative prognosis factor. Thus,
awareness of early recognition of muscle involvement in possible
irMG patients is important. In this regard, serum CK tests before
and after treatment with irMG is required. Association with
myocarditis has been reported to be negatively related to irAEs
outcome (22, 47, 54). Because it is not uncommon for irMG
patients to have myocarditis [39.7% in our cohort, 20%−40%
in published series cases (4, 55, 56)], we believe that particular
attention including ECG, echocardiography and serum troponin
tests should be conducted for myocarditis identification to allow
timely multidisciplinary management.

Our data suggest that patients who received IVIg or PLEX
experienced improved irMG outcomes compared with those
who received steroids alone. Although corticosteroids are
recommended as a first-line treatment for irMG (2, 57), the
use of steroids as a sole first-line therapy may not be ideal
because steroid use itself can cause an acute exacerbation of MG
symptoms (58). Although the worsening in symptoms has been
described as transient (59), the use of steroids alone in irMG
may be associated with a poorer prognosis because these patients
may not be able to survive a transient worsening of symptoms
considering their older age and advanced stage of malignancy
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(41). Apart from this, the role of steroids in controlling immune
dysregulation in irMG patients might be limited by the constant
presence of the circulating ICIs as the original trigger of irAEs.
Since IVIg and PLEX could accelerate the process of ICIs
mAbs elimination, they could mediate a faster improvement
of symptoms (41). From our clinical experience and analysis,
the use of IVIg and PLEX together with corticosteroids has
led to favorable outcomes in irMG patients, which has been
demonstrated in other studies as well (3, 19, 41, 60). However,
for irMG initial treatment, no consistent conclusion could be
drawn from the big variety of published reports. Given the small
number of patients and the retrospective nature of our study, we
think further researches for irMG treatment is highly required.
Besides, physicians should be aware of early treatments of vital
organ dysfunction. Timely intubation for respiratory failure,
pacemaker implantation for fatal arrhythmia, and vasopressor
and even extracorporeal membrane oxygenation for cardiogenic
shock should be considered if clinically needed and available.

Our study has some limitations. Although it is the first study
that identifies possible factors responsible for irMG outcome,
the relatively small sample size and retrospective nature of the
study design limit the reliability of our study results. Because
of the variability in the data available from case reports or
case series, there were missing data regarding clinical features,
hospital course, and outcomes of some patients, which subjected
our results to reporting bias. Besides, the information obtained
from the collected case reports represents only a small fraction
of the actual number of cases worldwide. Nevertheless, our study
enhances the understanding of irMG clinical manifestations and
factors involved in irMG prognosis.

With the boost of ICIs utilization and awareness of the disease,
we believe that the number of patients with irMG is poised to
rapid increase. Additional therapeutic studies concerning irMG
in the future are needed to decrease the irAE-related mortality
and increase the safety of immune therapy.
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